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ABSTRACT-Ever Since Telemedicine System has been
put into effect, storage and transmitting the patients’ health
care information is an important issue. The view of storing and
transmitting health care information from storage node/client
to sink/server raises concerns about Health Care Information
Security. This paperfocuses on preserving the Privacy of
sensed healthcare Data, Integrity of healthcare data, avoiding
impersonation, Prevention against Eavesdropping and Data
Corruption. This paper, proposes the Json web Token
authentication scheme, Advance Encryption Standard and
Secure Hash Algorithm validation that protects the privacy of
healthcaredata and the integrity of healthcare data. To preserve
integrity of healthcare data and to avoid the storage node
compromise with additional security while transferring data,
we propose a data partition algorithm that partitions each data
item into n number of files at the client side and merges all the
n files at the server side to acquire the actual file containing
the health care data.
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I.

INTRODUCTION

People in rural areas cannot afford to go to hospitals in
bigger cities, nor do doctors want to work in rural areas. But
we can bring them close to each other by use of technology
enabling a patient to have one-to-one talk to a
doctor.Telemedicine is the use of information technology and
telecommunication for the remote delivery of healthcare
services, such as healthcare appraisal (accessing) or
consultations ,over the telecommunications system which is
put into action. It allows healthcare caregivers to consult and
provide diagnosis of a patient’s problem without the need for a
patient to be present physically. Such solutions have already
been developed and are in use in rural areas in a limited way.
It has also been used to overcome distance barriers and to
improve access to medical services that would often not be
always available in distant and rural areas. It reduces the
travelling time and also eliminates the distance barriers
making the telemedicine system efficient. It is also used to
save lives inemergency situations at rural places where there is
no proper health care facilities. Although there are many
implementations of telemedicine systems, they still have many
limitation that inhibits its wide spread usage. Limitations can
be listed as High cost of implementing telemedicine system,
less human interaction which leads to error in providing
clinical services, Level of trust is low between the patient and
the healthcare service provider. Lack of privacy for health care
data when it is transferred, Low internet speed which may lead

to delayed telemedicine connectivity. Unauthorised people
trying to send or access the health care data. Special training
must be given to use the telemedicine system or to be flexible
with User Interface of telemedicine system. We are working to
propose a telemedicine system in order to overcome these
challenges.
These telemedicine systems provide the communications
between patient at rural areas and medical staff at urban
hospitals with both ease and homage, as well as transmitting
the health care information from client to server. The Overall
objective of the telemedicine system should be: Collecting
vital parameters of a patient that can be used for more
informed diagnostic / therapeutic decisions. Monitoring and
treatment of a patient by local care giver at rural areas.
Transferring healthcare data over internet for consultation with
specialists to take diagnostic / therapeutic decision at urban
cities. One of the major concern of telemedicine system we are
addressing in this paper, in our telemedicine solution that is
securely transferring the health care data from client system to
server system such that the health care data is not vulnerable
to attacks in any form. The basic requirement of implementing
secure telemedicine system are:
Problem statement
The problem to be addressed are:
 Privacy and integrity in two-tiered sensor networks that is
the health care data must be transferred with proper
privacy and integrity between the storage node and the
sink.
 Protection against storage node compromise, where the
health care data is stored must not be compromised.


Protection against eavesdropping, data corruption, and
telemedicine system must be secure enough to avoid eaves
dropping and data corruption by third party/attackers.

 Telemedicine system must allow the sink /server to detect
misbehaviour of storage nodes/client system and to detect
whether the healthcare data is invalid.
 Avoiding Impersonation that is the telemedicine system
must be capable of finding whether the healthcare data sent
by client is from a valid and authorised user or not.
 The user interface must be simple that provides ease of use
to care givers in rural area, thereby enabling wider
acceptability.
 Verification of authenticity of users.
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II RELATED WORK
[1]A survey has been made by the authors ofTelemedicine
Security: A Systematic Review has started a systematic
review, by analysing 58 journal ,which is related to understand
the methodologies used, Among all the journals around 76% if
the journals just define the security issues and 47% researched
about security issues ,While 61% found a solution to these
security issues. Authors summarize that the previous research
and methodology related to security are insufficient and they
used the outdated security techniques in their solutions.
[2] Lambras , Makois, Nikolas authors of the paper,
focused on confidentiality and integrity of health care data in
telemedicine system, here end to end encryption scheme is
used to prevent the data channel from any kind of
modification and unauthorized access session key are
exchanged using the public key cryptography. To ensure
whether the message is complete and accurate there exist a
protocol i.e. set of procedure. The messages carry user’s id
and password stored in identifiers, which is transmitted during
communication in the communication channel. This paper
address end to end encryption along with key management and
distribution procedure for encryption.
[3]In the paper author is aiming to provide secure health
care data delivery to rural/remote areas, using latency in
tolerant network. Author also proposes a secure telemedicine
system using a open network to exchange the health care data
AES encryption is used to encrypt the date, But disadvantage
lies in integrity and authenticity of data.

proposed system in this paper are: RSA Algorithm can be
slow down in when there is large data to be encrypted. It
requires third party to verify the reliability of public key. It
can be tampered by a middleman who can compromise with
the public key system. Attacks such as Searching message
space and guessing d can be done on the proposed system.
III. EXISTING SYSTEM
Let us consider a two-tiered sensor network consisting of
sensors and storage nodes. In context with telemedicine
system the sensors are the Pulse rate sensors, ECG Sensors,
Temperature sensors etc. and the storage node refers to the
client system at primary health care system situated at rural
areas. In this structure, sensors send their healthcare data to
storage nodes and the sink issues requests only to storage
nodes and receive the response from them, here the sink refers
to the Remote server situated at urban areas where hospitals
are situated, or it can be in cloud. The main concern about
storage node is that it can be an easy target for attackers to
attack due to their important role in telemedicine network. A
compromised storage node may leak the data stored there to
the attacker breaching the data privacy, integrity, and causes
data corruption, impersonation and eavesdropping.Also, if the
storage node is compromised then it may send wrong
information as the response to a request sent by storage node
breaking the data integrity.

[4]AymanM author of the paper describes about the
patients’ healthcare centre, caregivers and patients. To
improvise the quality of healthcare whenever it is required,
Caregiver must access the healthcare data from anywhere
when they require it. In this paper author presents interactive
telemedicine solution (ITS) to implement automatic healthcare
data transfer within a patient healthcare centre via voice over
internet protocol, Wi-Fi, mobile phones.
[5]Preserving the privacy and integrity is one of the major
challenge in telemedicine application, where the patients’
health information and the patient’s personal information is
gathered and transferred over the telemedicine system. Author
also discuss about the telemedicine network features and the
security problems in the EPON which is responsible for
conveying, traffic between the patient health care centres and
patients. Accordingly, there are different types of security
limitations which are classified and summary is presented. The
main aim of this paper is to highlight security issues in
telemedicine system and possible attacks during data
transmission.
[6]In System for secure data exchange in telemedicine
authors implements a system for secure data transfer in
telemedicine
system
using
public
key
cryptography/Asymmetric cryptography that is it uses two
different keys public key and private key, public key given to
everyone and private key known and given only to the owner,
author has used RSA algorithm to encrypt the data before
transmitting it to the remote server. The Limitations of the

Figure 1: Existing System
Limitations of Existing System: Since the storage node
plays an important role of storing collecting and transmitting
health care data if the storage node is compromised it maylead
to low level of trust between the patient and the healthcare
service provider. Breach of privacy for health care data when
it is transferred from patients at rural areas to the doctors at
urban areas, will lead to patient confidentially being
compromised. Unauthorised people trying to send or access
the health care data will impact integrity of the system. Since
the storage node is deployed in field with little or no physical
or IT security, it becomes important to design the data security
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of the system to protect it from such loss of integrity and
breach of privacy.
IV PROPOSED METHODOLOGY
The telemedicine system has the following design
requirement, as given in the figure 2.

sent to the server with time stamp and data partition
information attached to it.
 The system should be capable of detection of storage
node compromise.
 On the server side the file will be decrypted and
validated with SHA and verification of its jwt token will
be done along with the data merging.
 The system should be capable of securely
communicating between the storage node and
sink/server.
In the above system, designing for secure data transfer
requires the following Establishing connectivity and transfer of data from
laptop/LHD to a remote computer using internet.
 Data encryption for information security.
 Data Validation for information integrity.
 Authentication for privacy.
 Data Partioning for additional security.
 Transfer of data to remote server / consulting doctor for
long term storage / retrieval and use of data.

Secure Data Transfer

Figure 2:Design requirement of the system









 The network deployment on the Client side consist of
4 sensors placed in an 30x30 feet Room ,Each sensor is
connected to local hand held device/Laptop via Aurdino
board using Wi-Fi module to read the sensor value from
ECG sensor ,Pulse rate sensor ,Temperature sensor
respectively.
In the system all the sensors must be connected to a local
hand held device/Laptop using a Wi-Fi module (Wireless).
The network deployment on the Server side is a server,
currently for prototype we are using a Personal
Computer/Laptop as server.
More than one sensor can be connected to a local hand
held device/Laptop at a time.
Each sensor connected to the local hand held device sends
the received reading to the server in a .txt file format.
The local hand held device/laptop before receiving the file
verifies the sender of file using jwt token authentication.
The Client and Server Uses File Transfer Protocol.
The file to be transferred will be encrypted by AES
encryption and SHA algorithm for integrity and file will be

Our goal is to design scheme where the sensors will
collect the patients’ health care data such as ECG
(Electro cardio graph), Pulse rate, Heartbeat,
Temperature using the aurdino and sensors and it transfer
the collected patients detail to the storage node/client via
Wi-Fi module .Once the Storage node/client receives the
patient data it has to securely transfer it to the server
located at the hospital (urban location). The security of
patient’s data is ensured by preserving the Privacy of
Sensed Data, Integrity of data, avoiding Impersonation,
Prevention against Eaves Dropping and Data Corruption.
The Json web Token authentication scheme, Advance
Encryption Standard and Secure Hash Algorithm
Validation are used to protect the privacy of sensor data.
To enhance data integrity, we propose a data partition
algorithm that partition each data item into n number of
files at the client side and merges all the n files at the
server side to acquire the actual file containing the health
care data.

Figure 3: Architecture for a Secure Telemedicine
system.
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The Fig 2 shows the Architecture for a secure telemedicine
system, it contains six top level models. The proposed
framework signifies the implementation of secure file transfer
in a telemedicine system.



In the jwt Authentication Phase as shown in the figure 4
the client application sends a request to the server
application.



Server processes the request from the client and provides
a login page.



Client application provides the valid authentication
Credentials that is the Registered Care Givers Login Id
and Password.



Server Authenticates client and creates a JWT token.



The format of jwt token is as followsheader, payload and
signature.



Header: The header component of the JWT contains
information about how the JWT signature should be
computed.



Payload: The payload component of the JWT is the data
that‘s stored inside the JWT (this data is also referred to as
the “claims” of the JWT).



Signature: The signature is computed by encoding the
header and the payload created in the first 2 steps.



Then the algorithm will join the resulting encoded strings
together with a period (.) in between them. In our
algorithm, this joined string is assigned to data.To get the
JWT signature, the obtained data string is hashed with a
randomly generated secret key using the hashing algorithm
specified in the JWT header.Client stores the token.



Client uses the token to pass to the server in http header
with each request.
Server validates the token if it is valid then the data is
received from the client or sent to the client.

A. Data Collected from the sensor nodes

Figure 3: Data Collected from the sensor nodes
In the Data Collection Phase the Client/patient is
connected to different sensors as shown in the figure 3
The sensed data are collected and sent to the storage node
in a .txt file format.
B. JWT Token Authentication



C. Encryption and partitioning of file

Figure 4: JWT Token Authentication.
Figure 5: Design of Encryption Model.
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In this module the data is sent from the sensor node to the
local hand held device or laptop where the following process
takes place. (modify / delete)
The main functions of this module are:
1. Send the data from the sensor node to local hand held
device or laptop.
2. On reception of the data encryption process is initiated.
The key for encryption is derived from in memory cache and
is sent to the encryption service.
3. If the derived key isn’t found in memory the key
derivation function (or) from a hardware security module key
is obtained and sent to the encryption service.
4. In the encryption service the file or data is encrypted
using the key and stored in the Database for further data
transfer.
D. Data Partitioning
In this module the data file is partitioned into distinct files
and the partitioning information contains the number of files it
should be divided into. Data Partitioning is divided into two
phases

Figure 6: Patient Health Care Data.
Figure 7 shows the file upload, on successful login a JWT
token is generated by the server this token in turn goes and
gets store in the header of client the ,caregiver browses file
from its directory and uploads the file that he wants to send
once the file is uploaded the file can be sent.

Partitioning Phase
In our partition algorithm the first Phase is as follows.
Suppose the file to be partitioned consists of S =
{d1,d2,···,dn} where d1,d2,dn….. Is the data to be stored in
the file partitioned respectively. The partitioned file will be
partioned and stored as a .temporary file they are generally
deleted after their purpose is completed.
After the partioning phase the data is securely transferred
to the server system.
Merging Phase

Figure 7: File Upload.

In the merging phase, the temporary files will be merged
based on the name given to the files partioned.Once the
partioned files are merged data can be obtained in a single file.
And the file reception successful message is sent to the storage
node.
V. RESULTS AND ANALYSIS
First the patient is connected to the different sensors such
as Temperature Sensor (DS18B20), ECG Module (AD8232),
EMGModule (ZX-SEMG), PulseSensor (HBT-O) respectively
then the sensors collects the data, while the program for each
sensors are stored in the buffer and while the code is running
the data is collected. We use Raspberry pi Micro-Controller
connected to sensor and the data transfer is done by the Wi-Fi
module to storage node. Care giver is given a unique user-id
and password through which he can login and send the sensed
data to the server/sink. The below figure 6 represents the
collected health care data.After the login successful phase,
when the care giver provides valid login credentials, caregiver
gets logged in and a Java Web Token (JWT) will be generated
which is further used to transfer file.

Figure 8: File Encryption and Hash.
The above figure 8 shows file encryption and Hashing, the
encryption of the file takes place using Advanced Encryption
Standard (AES) and Hashing of plain text is done using
SHA1.
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Figure 11 shows the received file getting stored at server
side when the server receives the file, the file gets stored on
the server system in specified folder.
VI CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

Figure 9: File Partioning.
The above figure 9 represents the data partioned and stored
as a temporary files at the storage node after which it is
transferred to the server which ensures that even if the storage
node is attacked the health care data cannot be compromised
and during transmission since it is transferred as partitions it
cannot be merged by intruder to get the information stored in
the file.

In this paper we have implemented a secure telemedicine
system that focuses on preserving the Privacy of Sensed
healthcare Data, Integrity of data, avoiding Impersonation,
Prevention against Eaves Dropping and Data Corruption and
securely transmitting it to the server system. This paper,
proposes the Json web Token authentication scheme, Advance
Encryption Standard and Secure Hash Algorithm Validation
that protects the privacy of sensor data and the integrity of
data. To preserve integrity, this thesis propose a data partition
algorithm that partition data item into a separate files at the
client system transmits and merges it at the server system.
The future work will include optimization and in memory
encryption techniques. Client system can be replaced with a
Local hand held device such as tablet or mobile phones for
low computing power limited resource, and low cost.
Furthermore, the application of secure telemedicine data can
work on video transfer using the video compression
techniques reducing the space and the response time.
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